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Introduction
The Joint Master in Global
Economic Governance and
Public Affairs (GEGPA) is offered
in partnership between the
Luiss School of Government
and the Centre International de
Formation Européenne (CIFE).
The program focuses on how to
assess, manage and enhance
private and public institutions’
governance with a wide
range of economic and digital
intelligence tools. The one-year
program includes terms in
Rome, Berlin and Nice and is
taught in English by renowned
researchers and experienced
professionals who combine
practical expertise and academic
credentials. It combines onsite
teaching, case studies,
consulting missions and a final
research thesis.

European and international
institutions

Program Description
ECTS: 60
Stretching over one academic
year, the program is structured
into four modules:
1. Global Governance at the Luiss
School of Government in Rome:
Learn the context and challenges
of economic governance and
policy in the twenty-first century
while attending the following
courses:
-

-

Global Corruption, Global
Crime, Good Governance
and the (UNCAC)
Global Dimensions of
Democracy and Rule of Law
Behavioural Economics
and Decision-Making
International Public Policies

Objectives

-

At the end of the program,
graduates possess:

2. Sustainable Development,
the Way Forward? at CIFE
in Berlin:
Study new forms of transnational
and interregional governance
as a way forward towards
sustainable development in
the context of major climate
and demographic changes by
completing the following courses:

-

-

-

a digital and sustainable
economy-driven resume
Our students experience
the digital economy in a
global interdependent world
and develop the analytical
expertise necessary to
govern economic institutions
that strengthen individual
opportunity, social cohesion
and environmental stability
expert feedback
Program participants hone
their skills in governance
and sustainable economic
development with a hands-on
thesis mentored by CIFE and
Luiss experts as well as other
seasoned policy leaders
a global alumni community
network
While studying, our students
connect with CIFE and Luiss
University’s network of policy
makers and diplomats while
also accessing exclusive
project opportunities in

-

-

Introduction to sustainable
development and governance
The Global and Local
Regulation, the Governance
of Sustainable Finance
Interregional Innovation,
Climate Change Policies
Transnational innovation,
Digitalisation for sustainable
development

3. Policy Intelligence at CIFE
in Nice:
Investigate how far digital society
enables transforming economic
data into policy knowledge by
studying:
-

Cybergovernance

-

-

Economic statistics
A challenged democracy:
mapping new forms of
collective action
The challenge of global risk
management

4. Applied research methodology,
case studies, simulation exercises
and skills workshops throughout
the Rome, Berlin and Nice
sessions:
Students participate in
networking events with national
and international government
officials, private sector
representatives and leading
academics organized by the Luiss
School of Government in Rome
and by CIFE in Berlin and Nice.
Students must also complete a
final master’s thesis.

Classes
Weekdays

Dates
Classes:
October 2022 – June 2023

Faculty
The program is led by Sergio
Fabbrini, ProfessorofPolitics
and International Relations and
Dean of the PoliticalScience
Department at Luiss, and by
Arnaud Leconte, Professor
of Economics, CIFE.
The faculty includes:
- Ugi Zvekic,
Adjunct Professor, SoG Luiss
and Senior Advisor, Global
Initiative against Transnational
Organized Crime;
- Sabino Cassese,
Justice Emeritus of the Italian
Constitutional Court and
Emeritus professor at the
Scuola Normale Superiore
of Pisa

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Massimo Egidi,
Professor of Behavioural
Economics And Psychology
at Luiss Guido Carli;
Arlo Poletti,
Assistant Professor of Political
Science at the Department
of Political Science and the
School of Government of the
Luiss Guido Carli
Michel-Henry Bouchet,
Former Senior Economist
at the World Bank and the
Institute of International
Finance in Washington D.C.
Hartmut Marhold,
Professor at the University
of Cologne
Gaby Umbach,
Professor of Global
Governance Programme at
Robert Schuman Centre for
Advanced Studies, European
University Institute, Florence
Milad Zarin,
Head of the Institute
of Economic Research,
University of Neuchâtel
Wulf Reiners,
Head of Managing
Global Governance
(MGG) Programme at
Deutsches Institut für
Entwicklungspolitik (DIE

-

decision-making related to
specific professional choices

Events
Thanks to Luiss University’s
numerous events, students can
interact with the job market,
make contact with accredited
professionals and participate
in recruiting processes with
employers, especially during
our Career Days:
-

-

-

-

Career Day for Social Impact
– hosting representatives
from the worlds of NGOs,
institutions and international
organizations
Career Day for Legal –
hosting more than 50 top
Italian law firms from all
fields
Luiss Career Day – hosting
nearly 100 companies, banks
and consultancy firms
Brussels Day – hosting
companies, international
organizations and institutions
from the heart of the EU

COSTS
Tuition is €11,000 to be paid
in two installments

ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Students must have obtained
a three-year bachelor’s degree
Documentation required
for online application
-

detailed CV with list of
academic courses and
professional experiences

-

motivation letter explaining
the candidate’s interest in the
program

-

university transcript

-

one reference letter
(or contact of a potential
referee)

-

where applicable, a certificate
of English proficiency
(TOEFL, IELTS or by another
recognized language
institute)

-

a copy of the applicant’s
national identity card or
passport

Career Service
-

A dedicated Career Service
Office supports students’
future employment focusing
on three objectives:

-

providing students training
and tools in order to be
effective in their employment
search
providing knowledge about
the job market and careers
to facilitate the definition of
students’ professional goals
promoting contact with
employers interested in
offering curricular internship
experiences

-

-

The Career Service Office is also
available to support students in:
-

preparation for important job
interviews

CONTACT INFORMATION
For any further information
please write to sog@luiss.it
or visit www.sog.luiss.it

Luiss
School of Government
Via di Villa Emiliani 14, 00197 Roma
T +39 06 85 22 5052
T +39 06 85 22 5065
sog@luiss.it

